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Looking at what matters:  global tailwinds, not today’s “Doomsday Scenario.”  
  

On Monday morning, the market will let us know whether we can start breathing again, going about our 
lives; or should have paid attention to a typical weekend headline, and spent the weekend buying canned 
goods:  “Advisors Prepare Clients for Doomsday Scenario of Stagnant Long-Term Global Growth.”  600-
point plunges always make us feel like taking words like “Doomsday Scenario” seriously.  However, we 
are in the business of thinking, not feeling.  Here are a couple of pictures which might help us take a step 
back from the Doomsday cliff, get a little perspective, and think a little more clearly. 
  

The Urbanization of the World 

 
  

The green line is the world’s city population, and purple is rural.  This is an easy chart:  easy to understand, 
and no arguments—that is, everyone sees the trend and believes it will keep accelerating.  In 2009 city 
dwellers outnumbered rural for the first time in history.  By next year (red arrow), the city headcount will 
be about 4.2 billion versus 3.2 billion rural.  10 years later there’ll be another billion in the cities.  Next, a 
more complicated picture of those cities: 
  



 
  

The basic message up there is that cities of all sizes are exploding in numbers . . . and will keep it up.  These 
pictures came from a helpful outfit called “The Visual Capitalist,” which also identified the 3 nations 
leading the parade in the next 10 and 20 years:  China, India and Nigeria (a surprise to Outlook.)  
  
Let us name the most basic, most undeniable consequences of this: 
  

• Copper; more copper; and even more copper.  
  

Everything involved in urbanization means “copper:”  electrification, general construction, 
internet infrastructure and much more.  As Outlook has noted pretty often, echoing an admirable 
company named Freeport-McMoRan, “Copper supply is very tough to deliver.  Copper demand 
will only grow—regardless of today’s Trade War Nightmare.  So copper prices will rise in the years 
ahead.”  That’s why we own Freeport, and plan to stick with it for a long time. 
  

• A long tailwind for “heavy industries:”  trucking, construction and others.  
  
That’s why we own two of the world’s best:  Caterpillar and Cummins. 
  

• Steady continuing growth in energy demand—of which a big share must come from oil, for 
another decade or two. 

  
That’s why we own Conoco (pure exploration and production) and Shell (top to bottom, from 
exploration to gas stations) as well as Transocean (offshore drilling.)  



  
Long-term tailwinds do not mean no cycles, and no ebbs and flows in sales and product prices.  Both are 
a fact of life in these industries.  So also are less-frequent, but still fairly regular “crises of the moment,” 
like today’s “Trade War!”  But things like the Urbanization Trend pictured above are something entirely 
different than such ebbs and flows, and different from the occasional “crisis of the moment,” no matter 
how scary they seem.  Urbanization has power far beyond such things.  So does the continuing 
“Technology Revolution” which really got rolling in the Nineties, and is still creating its miracle of economic 
growth and productivity.  (And blowing along behind Micron and Texas Instruments in the years ahead.) 
  
Long-term tailwinds behind strong companies do not mean great investments, either . . . unless the 
market’s valuation of those companies is filled with doubt and fear.  With each Outlook company we get 
all 3 factors:  the tailwinds, the strength . . . and the doubt and fear, in spades these days. 
  
The stock market is, unfortunately, a game of nerves.  That’s its nature—and it’s too bad, because it scares 
many people into avoiding the surest engine for creating personal wealth in the history of the world.  As 
we’ve also noted pretty often, “The market constantly tries to frighten investors out of good 
positions.”  That’s exactly what it’s trying to do now:  tempting us to rivet our gaze on “Doomsday Scenario 
of Stagnant Global Growth!” and look right past what really matters:  those tailwinds, that company 
strength, and those remarkably good valuations.  Outlook, of course, will hold on and keep buying. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


